We wholesale NFL teams jerseys,free shipping and great discount offering here!Such as 2012 Nike
Jerseys,New NFL Jersey,Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL hockey jersey,baseball jersey and NBA jerseys.Feb,new nfl
jerseys 17 For months instantly we?¡¥ve discussed Major League Soccer taking a colossal tread with their
web sites by taking things away from the current MLB-run system to their own set up. Today they?¡¥ve
announced the hiring of a couple of veteran soccer journalists Greg Lalas plus Johan Freeman. Lalas want
tread surrounded as editor among chief meantime Freeman want be the present managing editor of the
league?¡¥s current website namely is set to blaze surrounded early March. The two ambition over see the
editorial staff as MLS plus assistance relaunch the clubs current websites as well. Its very interesting to
discern the federation take this tread Lately a lot of soccer correspondent have been moving approximately
with Ives Galarcep going from ESPN to Fox Soccer,personalized hockey jerseys, Grant Walh making a?
permanent?move to SI.com and instantly Lalas and Freeman making this move. Some folks aren?¡¥t fans of
this along MLS,nba kids jerseys,?particularly?due to Lalas. But you can?¡¥t argue with how well he has
escaped Goal.com over the last pair years,olympic hockey jerseys,whether he has the same success as he
has seen with Goal.com,practice hockey jersey, the league?¡¥s present website will be much better as it. Like
him or never because of his stuff on ExtraTime or among Revs broadcasts,blank hockey jerseys, Lalas is
probably the best employ as this position as the alliance. Now the question comes down to is it agreeable
thing as two of the altitude soccer journos to be writing in-house as MLS? There are unfortunately some
ethical questions namely have to be raised here with this. I?¡¥m not altogether disturbed along it as that is just
the way things are going these days. Believe me bloggers longing plus are going to be hired by teams
forward long if you favor it or not It equitable comes down to if alternatively never the league or the clubs want
let these writers do what they do best,oregon ducks football jersey,and namely is be honest. Overall I think
this move ambition go out as all involved. The alliance gets two solid writers plus folk as that stuff plus we all
acquire better scope from the league?-something that has lacked within years past whether you ask me.Filed
under: Red Sox,nba cheap jerseys, Reds,Jazz Jerseys,reversible basketball jersey, MLB All-Star
Game,cheap youth nfl jerseys, Executive TakeIt amazes me that Major League Baseball continues the
tradition of punishing the managers who were fortunate enough to take their teams to the World Series the
antecedent season. Their award as that accomplishment: they acquire to administer the All-Star Game. Lucky
them. The reality is Phillies manager Charlie Manuel plus Yankees manager Joe Girardi obtain the freedom to
select only a pair of players as the NL plus AL rosters,basketball jerseys for sale, respectively,nba jersey
sales,by positions that are decisive as them. Only back the fans plus actors determine who should take up the
majority of smudges aboard the crew do they obtain the prerogative of insulting players aboard their own crew
and other teams along not selecting them as the remaining roster blots What a process,authentic nba
jerseys,Nike NFL 2012! Because of that,france football jersey, I believe that it is incredibly unfair to denounce
managers as what their rosters watch favor They have quite mini autonomy over the selection process,custom
nba jersey,merely next have to take the heat as every controversial exclusion alternatively inclusion. So,nike
pro combat nfl uniforms,always that said ... are you kidding me with the Omar Infante selection?
Posted by: David Staples DAILY NEW ROUND-UP ON ?¡ãSTATS TUESDAY,?¡À NOVEMBER six 2007.
ITEM: OILERS WORST TEAM IN NHL! There will be the objective one stat worth talking about today. The Oil
are 30th out partying concerning 30 teams. The Oilers have great young talent, and it was sweet ?a for that
matter upon defeat last night and disgrace at this moment ?a for more information about make an appointment
with that rookie line of Sam Gagner, Andrew Cogliano and Kyle Brodziak everywhere in the the ice cubes But
going to be the the look off indisputable fact is this : the team may be the along the absolute bottom to do with
the standings, 10 points in 15 games. Atlanta has 10 points in your 14 games, Phoenix 10 points on 12
games. We are presently forced to educate yourself regarding contemplate Anaheim GM Brian Burke rubbing
his hands, thinking relating to using the Oil?¡¥s are you aware of,which is most likely the before anything else
have you any idea overall as part of your 2008 entry draft. That is the mean the affected individual can decide
upon cold or hot rod jr scoring star Steven Stamkos (pictured) mouse click in this posting enchanting
evaluation.). The Oilers,so that you have 33 goals and then for and 51 goals against,nfl kids jersey, are also 18 as a multi function team,even if Phoenix is only -5 and New Jersey usually -12. The among the more good
news usually Atlanta is the fact -20 and the one of the most better-than-that in line with the news is always
hated Anaheim may be the -9, and going to be the Oilers have their first are you aware. ITEM: THE EVEREXPANDING OILOGOSPHERE * If your family want a good deal more Oiler talk, The Battle of Alberta gives
a multi functional round-up having to do with going to be the proliferation having to do with Oiler chat sites
everywhere in the the internets. I?¡¥ll check them out partying later. * Black Dog Hates Skunks (great, great
shut down name, whatever going to be the hell element means) goes back to learn more about last season to
explain the current Oil malaise, pointing out partying that all of them are fans knew Lowe should have picked all
the way up a multi functional strong veteran defender,but take heart a resource box at no time happened.
BDHS ?a who is that often impatient so that you have going to be the newspaper commentators and reporters

along with rarely considering they are tougher everywhere over the Lowe,a common complaint relating to
going to be the Oilogosphere ¡§C also wonders one of the reasons Jan Hejda (pictured) at no time having got
a good deal more relating to a multi function chance in the following paragraphs This were of course a fair a
ton of woulda/shoulda/coulda question to educate yourself regarding decide to put for more information about
MacTavish or perhaps Lowe. Certainly this may be a multi functional in line with the ?¡ãAsk Matty?¡À question.
What was Lowe and MacT?¡¥s thinking on Hejda? ITEM: OILOGOSPHERE WEIGHS IN ON THE CULT OF
HOCKEY Mudcrutch,one or more concerning the staples (pardon the pun to do with the Oilogosphere, weighs
on the everywhere in the my very own new internet site The Cult regarding Hockey. Dennis regarding
Mudcrutch critiques an all in one your small business I did throughout the Sunday night about Brian Burke, and
so how do you Burke came to ensure they are Public Enemy #1 on Oil country Dennis questions a portion of
the kind comments I make about Lowe?¡¥s trading decisions, including my own personal seemingly relaxed
attitude about going to be the Oilers giving right a before anything else bout draft are you aware of to learn
more about Anaheim as compensation as well as for Dustin Penner see above item re: Stamkos.). He and I
both the agree that going to be the Oil season hinges on this trade. I argue that if the Oil aren?¡¥t truly horrible
?a if they don?¡¥t finish as part of your bottom five teams ?a they all are not only can they be OK, as draft
picks after going to be the before anything else five are generally super risky,don't you think particular enough
detailed information online by all and element was worth going to be the risk for additional details on choose
Penner also more then one about any sexual picks. Dennis argues that this draft is that complete that strong
players may if that is so be the case available enchanting Anaheim later everywhere in the in your preparing
any other part fight for the reason that particular draft. He also says ?a and I?¡¥m paraphrasing ?a that about
whether or not before anything else round draft picks are and as a consequence risky, perhaps Lowe need be
judged more harshly gorgeous honeymoons as well taking first fight picks as a multi function fundamental
component as part of your Chris Pronger and Ryan Smyth trades. I agree allowing you to have Dennis that
it?¡¥s a period for additional details on take a hard look by the real worth regarding first attack draft picks. So
in this post can probably be said an all in one repeat concerning a multi functional study I has been doing last
spring) . . . ITEM: HOW DIRE IS IT GIVING UP THE FIRST PICK TO ANAHEIM? If going to be the Oilers
finish anywhere from 6th worst for additional details on 14th worst this year and Anaheim will get that have you
any idea,things don?¡¥t be on the lookout too dire, based on past history. I looked by the NHL draft from
1993-2002 (it?¡¥s too ahead of due date to educate yourself regarding judge each of them is of the players
from the 2003-2007 drafts, as a few of these will having said all that create into stars). I subjectively rated
players in your a minumum of one regarding about three categories: star, vet or even miss. A ?¡ãstar?¡À is
always a multi function very good NHLer,a multi functional ?¡ãvet?¡À is this : ould NHL veteran, and a
?¡ãmiss?¡À tends to be that an all in one non-NHLer well down right fringe NHLer. * If you have a minumum of
one concerning going to be the before anything else three picks in a multi function draft,you have a multi
functional 70 in line with cent chance regarding drafting a multi functional star,some of these as a Joe
Thornton (pictured),so that you have your don't know,a 27 per cent chance having to do with drafting ould
NHL-caliber player, and among the more a multi functional three according to chance having to do with drafting
a multi functional total dud. * Next entirely,going to be the fourth and fifth picks give all your family members an
all in one 40 consistent with cent chance concerning drafting a multi function star,a multi function 45 in keeping
with cent chance regarding drafting ould NHLer and an all in one 15 per cent chance to do with drafting a dud.
* It works around town attractive much in the way going to be the same and for you if all your family members
draft by either relating to the six, seven at least eight positions. You have a multi function 20 into cent chance
about drafting a multi function star allowing you to have suck picks,a multi function 50 in line with cent chance
regarding drafting ould NHLer, and a multi function 30 in accordance with cent chance concerning drafting an
all in one dud. * If all your family members draft ninth-to-eleventh,all your family members have a multi
functional 7 based on cent chance along drafting a multi functional star,an all in one 50 into cent chance along
ould NHLers, and a multi functional 43 in line with cent chance along an all in one dud. Here is the fact the
breakdown everywhere over the more detail: * First pick: Eight stars,countless vets. * Second pick: Seven
stars,around three vets. * Third pick: Six stars,about three vets,no less than one miss. * Fourth pick: Three
stars,four vets,about three misses. * Fifth pick: Five stars, five vets. * Sixth pick: Two stars, five vets,about
three misses. * Seventh pick: Two stars, five vets,about three misses. * Eighth pick: Two stars, five vets,about
three misses. * Ninth pick: One star,four vets, five misses. * Tenth pick: Five vets, five misses. * Eleventh pick:
One star, six vets,about three misses. * 15th pick: One star,more then one vet, eight misses. * 20th pick: One
star,about four vets, five misses. * 25th pick: Two stars,four vets,four misses. * 30th pick: Ten misses. ITEM:
WHO TAKES OIL?¡¥S TOUGHEST FACEOFFS? On a multi function regular basis, th nited kingdom
toughest faceoffs also a team are in your defensive zone. Vic Ferrari, statsmeister about Irreverent Oilers
Fans, has an all in one list that shows all of these Oilers have taken the foremost defensive zone faceoffs as
compared for more information on offensive zone faceoffs. In numerous words,a majority of these are of my
close friends that MacT seemingly is convinced most people as your dog puts them on the town much in the

way a lot more along with defensive zone faceoffs than that person tends to various other of my close friends
Stoll and Staois are tops along 32-plus, then Pitkanen, 24, Horcoff, 20 and Reasoner, Tarnstrom and Brodziak
along 14. ITEM: CULT OF HOCKEY?¡¥S ?¡ãREADER OF THE DAY?¡À IS CURTIS STOCK It is more or
less my celebrities and others devoted reader is the reason that my colleague Curtis Stock along You
Bet,which of you has a good deal more to educate yourself regarding say all over the my own personal
previous blogs about Jordin Tootoo.
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Cheap jerseys on sale including the high quality Cheap/Wholesale Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL Jerseys,MLB
Jerseys,NBA Jerseys,NFL Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,Custom Jerseys,Soccer Jerseys,Sports Caps offer low
price with free shipping!Sun Sep 20 10:06am EDT,nhl jerseys for sale Sunday Spotlight: Everyone
everywhere over the the Bears but take heart Jay Cutler By Doug Farrar 17 completions on the 36 attempts
along with 277 yards,a minimum of one touchdown and four rewards After Jay Cutler's(notes) Bears debut
throughout the Green Bay,Marlins Jerseys,nike nfl jersey 2012,all your family may not also hear the Chicago
faithful wondering about whether or not instead having to do with giving right two first-round benefits,a multi
function third-rounder,japanese baseball jerseys, and Kyle Orton(notes) and for going to be the exBronco,michigan state football jersey, Jerry Angelo are going to want have do nothing more than re-signed
Rex Grossman(notes) and saved the rewards It's an all in one bit ahead of due date to explore pan the deal
that and thus a number of attention had the Bears as a multi function preseason Super Bowl favorite,but going
to be the it is certainly plausible who watch quarterbacks and then for a living are concerned. On ESPN's NFL
Matchup this morning,youth nhl jerseys, Ron Jaworski shared his notes everywhere over the Cutler's inaugural
performance:Poor mechanics;Flat-footed throws;Off-balance throws;Reckless providing some one the
football;Bad decisions;Perceived pressure as tall as running out and about concerning the pocket;Inaccurate
allowing you to have his throws;All-arm throws;No craze flex;Missed eye sight adjustments;Eyeballing going to
be the receivers.And that was just in the before anything else half. Well,mlb jerseys,if Cutler factor person had
a resource box tough against Dom Capers' 3-4,replica mlb jersey,the Steelers' version owned or operated on
such basis as Dick LeBeau,the Optimus Prime about keeping coordinators) can make it a multi functional far
sterner why not try Troy Polamalu(notes) well don't you think LeBeau allocates pass rushers back and forth
from almost any conceivable angle,in each and every possible practical combination, and Cutler's do nothing
more than going to educate yourself regarding have for more information regarding deal allowing you to have

more than going to educate yourself regarding have for more information regarding deal allowing you to have
it He's going for more information on have for more information regarding come forth with a multi functional
consistent rapport providing some one his many of the new receivers and it's going to explore take a little
longer than Week one Odds are,football helmets,expecting your many of the new franchise quarterback to
buy his way against the Steelers isn't really smart. Whether Cutler likes a resource box or even not he's today
providing some one a team that is the fact whether or not the for more information about win so that you have
rushing and defense,just like any and all single Bears team that preceded this one or more And the an
important for additional details on beating going to be the Steelers is not very to explore put the ball on Jay
Cutler's hands. The really important could be the to educate yourself regarding make Ben
Roethlisberger(notes) going to be the overwhelmed, over-passing quarterback facing the pressure back and
forth from all around the world Pittsburgh's offensive line would be the fact bad a heap of and Chicago's safe
guarding line may be the in line with the a good amount of,discount nfl jerseys,along with that to understand
more about happen. They have for additional details on be able to get to educate yourself regarding Big
Ben,design a hockey jersey, actually tackle kale (easier said than done),nfl jerseys for sale,cheap custom nfl
jersey, and maintain Matt Forte(notes) both to and from whatever black aperture the player gone down into last
week Try giving him the ball,of my close friends Screens or handoffs,custom jerseys hockey,it doesn't matter.
The damages concerning Brian Urlacher(notes) usually a multi function beat,but the Steelers aren't running
entirely going to be the medium so that you have any effectiveness as of this writing.The Bears have a multi
functional winnable game here They just have for more information regarding have concerns back to playing
their brand regarding football to are limited to aspect Add Cutler to educate yourself regarding that prescript
even more than time and that's when they'll have something special.
You have free choice to cheap Nike NFL Jerseys,NHL Jerseys,MLB Jerseys,NBA Jerseys,NFL
Jerseys,NCAA Jerseys,Custom Jerseys,Soccer Jerseys,Sports Caps with best quality and low
price.Search,kids baseball jersey Login | Register | Subscriber Services "It was a maintenance day
(today),2012 nike nfl jerseys,2012 MLB All Star Jerseys," Blues coach Davis Payne said. "The ankle has to
go through different stages. Obviously getting back into a game is one thing. There's some soreness there.
Keep him off today,majestic mlb jersey, get him ready for tomorrow." Is anyone else embarrassed by
Olympic hockey so far? Even as a viewing experience, there’s just something wrong about watching these
mismatches. Watching Team USA struggle against Switzerland was frustrating,hockey jersey customization,
because the Americans couldn’t seem to find their stride. You kept waiting for the USA to dominate and it
never happened. Home Today's Post-Dispatch Suburban Journals St. Louis' Best Bridal
STLHighschoolsports Ladue News Feast ShopSTL Mobile So basically,Jazz Jerseys,black baseball
jersey,nfl jersey, after two Olympic matches, we’ve seen NHL professionals are superior to non-NHL
professionals. ? Basically,youth basketball jersey, it was a super-talented team not executing in a super
talented way. Or at least,basketball jerseys cheap, not to the team’s full potential. But watching Team Canada
destroy Norway was also embarrassing,nhl vintage jerseys, like watching a team of professionals throttle a
team an amateurs,how to frame a sports jersey, which the game was to a certain extent. Steen has 18 goals
and 30 assists in 68 games this season. His 48 points rank fourth on the Blues behind David Backes
(59),practice hockey jerseys, Chris Stewart (50) and Patrik Berglund (49). This effect should disappear as we
head into the medal rounds and the games become more NHLer on NHLer,youth nhl jerseys, but for now,nfl
custom jersey, I’m not sure what’s enjoyable about watching these preliminary matches. Asked if Steen would
play Sunday at Columbus,sports jersey frame, Payne said,nhl authentic jersey, "We expect so. The trainer's
monitor that. He'll play as much as we think we can be effective with him." The Olympics are supposed to be
for amateurs. Why not let the amateurs compete in Olympic hockey and let NHLers compete in an
international tournament? This way,nba jersey store, the NHL can leave its season intact and people watching
Olympic hockey can get competitive matches. Right now,wholesale nhl jerseys, the Olympics are making the
All-Star Game look like an excellent use of NHL time. And that’s a scary statement. It was likely?that Steen
would have some soreness after sitting out three weeks with a high-ankle sprain and playing his first game
Friday night. A late-afternoon addition to the lineup,nhl jerseys,?he played 16 minutes,frame for sports jersey,
14 seconds and 27 shifts against Calgary Search Stories Search Web Search Classifieds Search Local
Directory Blues forward Alex Steen didn't practice today,youth baseball jersey, but according to the club, that
wasn't unexpected. And that’s what Olympic hockey has become: a contest to see which group of NHLers is
the best. But for countries without a strong NHL contingent,sports jerseys cheap, showing up for the matches
is pretty much a waste of time. Watching U.S./Switzerland yesterday,nike in the nfl, the American team
seemed content to nurse a three-goal lead most of the game. The Americans didn’t go for the throat and in
general,create your own soccer jersey, seemed to be trying to find their Olympic footing. Canada/Norway had
a similar start for Canada,nike jerseys, but Canada quickly found its footing in the second,throwback jerseys
nba, and wound up winning 8-0.
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Tweet Tweet The Colts appear to receive ready as well as for life with no a minumum of one concerning their
big players all over the going to be the O-line,cardiovascular Jeff Saturday. The Indy Star reports that
Saturday,who are frequently an all in one for free agent throughout the Friday,nfl store,are sometimes allowed
for additional details on why not try going to be the free agent market. The Indianapolis Colts won?¡¥t attempt
to re-sign Jeff Saturday,nfl team jerseys, their starting coronary heart going to be the past nine seasons,nfl
jersey, before going to be the start of the league?¡¥s for free agent signing period of time according to learn
more about his agent. In an e-mail for more information regarding The Indianapolis Star late Saturday, Ralph
Cindrich said ?¡ãdiscussions and considerations this past week?¡À confirmed going to be the team not only
can they allow Saturday for more information on ?¡ãtest going to be the at no charge agent market,football
jersey maker,?¡À that can start Friday. Saturday, 33 and a multi functional three-time Pro Bowl selection,nfl
jerseys cheap,usually more then one of eight Colts who not only can they become limitless at no charge
agents at the put an end to having to do with the week. Saturday,nfl giants jersey,even after because they are
33,could be i searched at on such basis as a range of the teams that might or might not carry on using a
coronary heart and about whether or not the Colts are serious about not making him an provide he?¡¥ll in all
probability hardly ever be the case back so that you have the Colts all over the 2009. Official Blog relating to
going to be the National Football League By NFL Playbook Staff | Guidelines: Fan feedback need be as part
of the guidelines enchanting the NFL network These guidelines are frequently to use to explore identify those
comments that may be removed back and forth from display all around the the in this case Please draw
attention away from your words of flattery relevant for more information about going to be the topic,do not ever
abusive well combatant towards all the other fans,customize football jersey, and dont share any personal
about the icelandic sheepdog Use going to be the"Report" link for additional details on help draw attention
away from going to be the blog network at any best of the best.Tweet Tweet The NFL has decided that even
after being that they are on last place,the Cowboys having said all that are an all in one ratings grabber.
Enough everywhere over the fact for more information regarding draw attention away from them in place and
then for another chance for more information on prime some time The Cowboys matchup December 12th
against going to be the Philadelphia Eagles not only can they remain throughout the Sunday night although the
NFL may or may not have moved a different game into the suggestions at less than his multi - purpose
scheduling legislation. The league said Tuesday going to be the Patriots-Bears game upon Week 14 will shift
both to and from an de.m.to understand more about 4:15 environnant les.ent elem EST. The Cowboys
displaced way behind all around the losing their last two prime-time contests. The Eagles are 7-4 and hooked
up enchanting before anything else place in your NFC East heading into Thursday?¡¥s game against Houston.
Dallas is because 3-8 and plays at Indianapolis everywhere over the Sunday.Your Web Browser is always
don't you think a little longer supportedTo experience all of the things that ESPN.com has to explore bring to
the table we recommend that your family upgrade for more information about a newer version regarding your
on the internet and internet browser Click going to be the upgrade button to learn more about the completely
or at least learn a good deal more.UpgradeFAQs ESPN The Magazine editor Chad Millman explains prop
bets joined for more information about this week's NFL scouting combine everywhere over the Indianapolis.
Millman notes one sportsbook claimed a good deal more money was wagered everywhere in the last year's
combine than the entire 2010 Winter Olympics. Tags:Colt McCoy,cheap nfl jersey, Chris Johnson,official nfl
jersey, Tim Tebow,lsu football jersey, 2011 NFL combine What is the fact that this?Learn about sharing your
ESPN activites everywhere in the Facebook ?Close
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Wed Aug 26 06:50pm EDT,nike concept nfl jerseys Week 1 announcing schedule set; CBS sends A team to
understand more about Houston By Chris Chase How bad is the opening about a week slate having to do with
games on CBS? So bad that going to be the blog network may be the sending its lead announcing team
regarding Jim Nantz and Phil Simms for more information on Houston to learn more about call a multi function
Texans game.This decision definitely likely has less to are limited to to have the Texans than it does so that
you have the young,dimply quarterback regarding their opponent,nike football jersey,going to be the New York
Jets. But,nfl jersey wholesale,still there are at least around three a lot more forcing games all over the going to
be the blog network everywhere over the Sept. 13 (Miami Dolphins at Atlanta Falcons,cheap nhl jerseys,
Jacksonville Jaguars at Indianapolis Colts and Kansas City Chiefs at Baltimore Ravens). Even it is certainly
plausible everywhere in the Houston don't want to educate yourself regarding watch going to be the
Jets/Texans clash -- the game has nevertheless to sell on the town FOX,everywhere over the going to be the
several other hand,custom jerseys,is because stretched and as such thin everywhere in the Week an that
Thom Brennaman and Brian Billick will often be announcing Brett Favre's(characters first game all over the a
multi function Minnesota Vikings uniform. It's never a in line with the enter into when a minumum of one
network's "A" game is that infinitely less interesting than going to be the other network's "D" game. All this
comes to you via Awful Announcing,oregon football jersey,all of which is published the chock - full regular
season Week one announcing schedule today. Now that NFL schedule day has always be a good deal more
overrated than Wale (yeah,nfl bears jersey, I said element D.C.),football jersey design,spur of the moment
finding on the town everywhere in the late August which fanbases are everybody listening to Tony Siragusa
everywhere over the kickoff weekend (sorry,university of maryland football jersey, Dallas and Tampa) is the
reason that one or more relating to going to be the offseason's great benefits.FOX are regularly sending Joe
Buck and Troy Aikman to learn more about New York and then for an NFC East battle backwards and forwards
the Washington Redskins and New York Giants while some of the all over the going to be the a number of
other end about the spectrum,football jersey size chart, Chris Myers(emails and Trent Green(letters be
capable of getting Lions this person allowing you to have Detroit at New Orleans.Viewers getting the game
back and forth going to be the Philadelphia Eagles and Carolina Panthers will often be going to be the best
ones whilst They'll be capable of getting for more information regarding listen to going to be the NFL debut
concerning Charles Davis(mail whom your family may bear in mind that as the guy everywhere in the FOX's
BCS telecasts who was and as such inept that she or he managed to understand more about make Thom
Brennaman sound like Pat Summerall. View going to be the full list at awfulannouncing.com.

